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Overview

The intermediate and advanced lab 
experience at Wittenberg consists of labs 

associated with the Modern Physics 
course and the Wave Phenomena course, 

and a junior-level Electronics lab.  

Modern Physics and Wave Phenomena 
are designated as writing intensive, so 

keeping a lab notebook and writing 
technical papers are emphasized. The 
Electronics course emphasizes 

debugging, exam practicals, and project 
design. 

The amount of student independence is 

deliberately increased throughout, leading 
up to a required senior capstone project 

evaluated via oral presentations. 

Modern Physics (220) lab
Writing-intensive course: 
• Lab book guidelines provided; feedback 

on notebooks given several times during 
semester

• Students write several technical papers, 
first focusing on individual parts of a 

technical paper, then a complete paper 
with multiple revisions

Classic experiments 

• Photoelectric effect *
• Electron charge/mass * 

• Electron diffraction *
• 1H- 2H isotope shift  *

• Superconductivity  (YBCO transition 
temperature)

Microwave analogs of light and matter 
wave experiments

• Michelson interferometer 
• Bragg scattering *

• Evanescent waves/tunneling *

Wave Phenomena (312) lab
Writing-intensive course: 
• Lab notebook feedback is provided at the 

end of each lab, roughly once a week
• Writing technical papers:

• Submit Figures and Captions for each lab 
• Write one technical paper with multiple 

revisions and peer-review

Most of the labs are connected to the lecture 
component, though this is not a requirement.  

The course concludes with a lab that students 
design.

• Measuring the speed of light using an LRC 
circuit

• Dispersion relation for a wave in
• String

• Glass
• Coaxial Cable

• Propagation of electrical signals
• Properties of Thin Lenses

• Properties of Thick Lenses
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Electronics (313)
Digital Electronics (380)
The Electronics sequence consists of a 
half semester of analog electronics 

followed by a half semester of digital 
electronics, concluding with student-

designed projects using the BASIC Stamp 
microcontroller. 

Both courses include exam practicals, with 

students asked to build a variation on a 
circuit encountered in lab, make 
appropriate measurements, and explain to 

the lab instructor how the circuit works.

Analog
• DC Review

• Thevenin / Norton Equivalents
• AC Review / RL- RC- transients

• Passive Filters
• Diodes / Rectification

• Transistors
• Evanescent waves/tunneling *

Nuclear physics experiments 
• Gamma-ray spectroscopy

• Half-life of 137mBa and 40K 

Student choice experiments

• Fluorine Earth’s field NMR *
• Scanning electron microscopy/ 

characteristic X-rays
• Neutron activation analysis

• Optical tweezers

* Denotes labs directly connected to course topics

• Properties of Thick Lenses
• Lens Aberration (simulation)

• Polarization
• Measuring the spacing of the sodium D 

lines and the mercury doublet using a 
Michelson Interferometer

• Interference and Diffraction

Student Designed Labs

• Dispersion relation of a wave in a lumpy 
string

• Reflectance and transmittance coefficients 
for glass and water

• Chaos in a double pendulumMatrix of lab goals (bold indicates major goal)

Wittenberg University

Residential liberal arts college of about 

1800 students 

4 FTE physics faculty

Average about 5 physics majors/year

• 2/3 grad school in STEM fields

• >1/3 women

• Transistors
• Op Amps / Comparators

• Relaxation Oscillators / 555

Digital
• Discrete Gates / IC Gates
• Latches / Counters

• Basic STAMP labs
• STAMP Project

• Student choice
• Interact with outside world

• Hardware and software evaluated

Lab course Instructor-student interaction Lab book Written papers Oral 
presentations

Lab practical 
exams

Student freedom

Introductory lab

sequence

Mandatory checkpoints for conceptual 

understanding, use of evidence

No No No Sometimes Low

Modern Physics 

(220)

Introduce lab; monitor progress and intervene as 

needed

Yes (writing 

intensive)

Yes (writing 

intensive)

Sometimes No Some guided freedom in details of 

experimental design/analysis

Electronics 

(313 and 380)

Introduce lab; monitor progress and intervene as 

needed

Yes No No Yes Design projects

Wave Phenomena

(312)

Instructor available for assistance if needed; 

students work independently with lab partners

Yes (writing 

intensive)

Yes (writing

intensive)

No No Increased guided freedom in details of 

experimental design and analysis

Senior Thesis 

(460)

Student works individually with faculty guidance As required No Yes No High (from topic to methodology to 

reporting)


